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ON THE EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS OF STOCHASTIC
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
MAKIKO NISIO
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Let B be an JV-dimensional Brownian motion. We treat a stochastic differ-
ential equation based on B,
(I) dX(s) = a(X(s))dB(s)+ γ(X(s))ds
where a(x)=(afj(x}) is an ΛΓX TV-matrix and 7(x)=(7i(x)) an TV-dimensional
vector. In the case where coefficients are bounded and Borel measurable, Krylov
[6] proved the existence of solutions under the condition that a is uniformly
elliptic. But in the stochastic control, we consider a stochastic differential
equation of the following form,
dX(f) = a(B(t), X(t))dB(t)+j(X(t))dt.
This equation can be regarded as follows,
dX(t) = a(X(t), Y(t))dB(t)+v(X(t))dt
Y(t) = B(t)
In this case, the uniform ellipticity of the coefficient of Brownian part is not
valid.
The purpose of this article is to seek some weaker conditions of solvability
which can be applied to (*). Our result on the equation (I) is the following.
Let / be a function on RN and K a compact subset of RN~l. Let us define
'/(βωdll l/l l lp.Γ^by
χ-
; = SUp
and
l l l /HUr.*= \\*f\\L*r>
where Γ is a Borel subset of R*.
Theorem 1. Suppose that there exist a non-negative integer I, a positive
constant p(>2l) and a non-negative bounded Borel function μ, such that
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(Al) the submatήx (a)l=(aίj)ij =1...ι is symmetric and
Σ
(A2) for any compact set K of RN~l, κ(l/μ) belongs to Llpoc υ and
(A3) for any η<=Rn~l, α/y( , rj) and %.(-, 77) #n? in Llqoc, where Q>6pl/p—2l
( = 6ί)
Furthermore we assume that, for any compact sets T(dRl) and K(c:RN~l),
we can take a continuous increasing function W
ΓfK on [0 °°), so that W(Q)=Q and
(A4)
a solution X which is starting at x^RN and defined up to an ex-
plosion time e( > 0) . This means that we have a positive random variable 0(0 < e < oo )
and two processes X and B, on a probability space (Ω, B, P) with an increasing
family of Borel fields Ft(dB),such that
( i ) B is an Ft-Brownian motion starting at 0
(ii) X(t)XLoe^(t)2:> is F ^ -measurable and continuous in t(<e) with proba-
bility 1,
(iii) X(t)=x+(ta(X(s))dB(s) + \t
Ύ
(X(s))ds9 t<eJo Jo
and
(iv) lim \X(ί)\ — oo for e<°°, and if a and γ are locally bounded,
then
lim I X(t) I = oo for e< oo .
We shall prove it in §2 and some complementary examples, which have
1 -dimensional aspect, will be treated in §3. In §4 we consider the stochastic
differential equation on D={x^RN, #!>()}, with reflecting barrier,
' a{(X(s))dB(s)+ ('«/,(*(*))*, i = 2-N.
0 Jθ
Under analogous conditions as Theorem 1, we can solve (II), namely
1) Llfc is the set of all functions which are />-th integrable on any compact set.
2) χA is the indicator of A.
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Theorem 2. Suppose that a and γ, defined on Dy satisfy the conditions
(A1)^(A4)3) with />!. Then we have a solution (X, φ), defined up to an ex-
plosion time e(>0). Namely we have a positive random variable e(Q<e<°°) and
processes X, φ and B, on a probability space (Ω, B, P) with an increasing family of
Bor el fields Ft(dB), such that
( i ) B is an Ft-Brownian motion starting at 0
( ii) X(t)X^
e:>(i) is F ' ^ measurable and continuous in £(<#), with probability 1,
(iii) -XΊ(ί)>0 and φ(f) is non-decreasing, continuous up to e, flat off {t<e\
^(0=0} and φ(0)=0
(iv) (X, φ, B) satisfies (II) up to e,
and
( v) lim I X(t) I = oo for e< °o , and if a and j are locally bounded, then
lim \X(t)\ = oo for e<oo .
In §5, we shall discuss on a two dimensional stochastic differential equation
with boundary conditions. On a stochastic differential equation of this type,
we can get nice informations in [4], [12], [13] and [14]. Consider a stochastic
differential equation on D={x^R2, ^>
(I")
 ( t
X2(t) = x2+ \'a2(X(ή) dB(s)+ ('Jo Jo
Krylov [7] proved the existence of a solution if a is uniformly elliptic and
ά=0 (oblique derivatives).
Theorem 3. Let the coefficients be locally bounded. Suppose that
(Al) a is symmetric and
where —^L{1C3 and
(A2) a is non-negative and ~<=Llpoc(Rl) with p>2.
3) We shall understand that Γ turns to ΓΓ({_x^Rl\ *ι>0}.
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Then we have a solution (X, φ, M), defined up to an explosion time e. Namely we
have a positive random variable e(Q<e<°o) and processes X, φ, B and M, on a
probability space (Ω, B, P) with an increasing family of Borel fields Ft(dB) such
that
(i) (B(t), M(t)) is an Ft-martingale starting at 0, such that
<Bit Bj>=S9jt9 <5,.,M>=0 ί=l, 2f <M, M>=φ(ί),
where < > is the variation process, [9]
(ii) X(t)XLoe^(t) is F^-measurable and continuous in t(<e), with probability 1,
(iii) J?Ί(ί)>0 and φ(t) is non-decreasing, continuous up to e, flat off {t<e\
Xι(t)=Q} and φ(θ)=0
(iv) (X, φ, β, M) satisfies (III) wp ίo ^ β/zrf
(v) lim \X(t)\ = oo for e<°o .
In order to prove Theorems 1~3, we use similar methods as Krylov and our
results may be regarded as complementary to the work of Krylov.
2. Proof of Theorem 1
For simplicity we may assume that the starting point #=0. We shall
apply the following regularization of function / which satisfies (A3) and (A4),
[2]. Let us define ω\ and ωl by
for \ξ\<h
\w\<l
for \ξ\>h
and
/•
v for h
ω
*
( ? 7 ) =(0 - • - for |,| >A
Put ωh(ξ, -η) =. ωl(ξ)ωl(η) and
Fh(ξ, η) — \ f(ξ—x, η—y)ωh(x, y)dxdyJ\x\<h,\y\<h
for geJ?7, η<=RN~l and 0<A<1. Then we have
Lemma 1.
( i ) Fh<=C°°(RN)
(ii) For βwy compact sets Γ(C /?7) and K( C 7?^~7),
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sup \Fh(ξ, Vj-F^ξ, i7 f)|^fFκcr^vcjo(l?ι-?«l)£^r
where V(Λ) means the closed 1 — neighbourhood of A, and
(ϋi) l l l / ( , *)-*"*(•, 9)llkr.jr-»0 at h^O,
where q=-£ —
p—2l.
Proof. Let v1?/ be an £-net of K w.r. to WVcro.voo- Put£λ(£> ^ί—
f( ,?)*ωi(f). Then
(1) l l^( ,^)-f(
By (A4) we have
(2) sup \gk(ξ, rj)-
eer
Since {η{} is an £-net, by (2),
( 3 ) \gh(ξ, ri)-f(ξ, rί)\<2S+ Σ \gh(ζ, ^)-f(ξ, r,t)\,
Hence, by (1) and (3), we have, for small hy
(4) \\\g*-f\\\p.r.
On the other hand, by (2),
( 5 ) sup \gh(ξ, v)-Fk(ξ, 77)! <
ξEΓ
Therefore, by (4) and (5),
l l r j r ^ o a s
Take a following approximate stochastic differential equation; Let Tk(dRl) and
Kk(c:RN-1) be compact subsets such that fSkdΓkxKkc:Sk+l where Sk=
{\x\ <2k}. Using Lemma 1, we can choose a small hk so that
(6) lll/-^fcllkι>,**<iK
where /=α
ί
y and γt. Let α$ and γj^ be smooth and bounded functions such
that
(7) αSV = (α
ίy*ωAjk)+CA8ίy on
where CA(>0) tends to 0 and
(8) 7y = Ύi*o>Hk on V(Sk+1)
190
Then, by (Al).
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on V(Sk+1)
Putting 0,^=0,^**αCA04:>, we see that
Hence
So, by virtue of the convexity of —, (x
x
1
on
ir
Therefore, we have
( 9\ L_
V
 ' det(ak)l
It is also clear
(10) llb^llk]
We define Jlk by
<Jlk={(A, C); A is an NxN matrix valued smooth and bounded function on
RN such that (A)t is symmetric, uniformly elliptic and
1
det(A)l P/2l,Γ,K p, KCΓO,
C is an JV-vector valued smooth and bounded function on RN such that
A stochastic differential equation with coefficient (^4, C)
diffusion solution X whose generator is given by
has the unique
-J-Σi
2^
Σ CM
Let TP(ΛI) be the hitting time of X for 3Sp, (ρ<k). Now we shall repeat the
following inequality, [1], [6].
4) *a means the transpose matrix of a.
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Lemma 2. Letf(>Q) be smooth. Then
(U)
whereM^M^NJ, p, —
9Proof. Put ®? = —2 oXfOXj ox;
By the method of stochastic differential equation, we can construct a diffusion
yg with generator ©8. On the other hand, we have the smooth function u of
the boundary value problem;
(SJgί/ = y on Spy u = 0 on 95P.
Moreover Aleksandrov's inequality [1] tells us that
(12) \u(x)\<M,\\\f\\\qtTtK on SP.
By a formula on stochastic differentials [5], we have
«(yi(ίAτp))-β(θ) =
where τp is the hitting time of Yζ to 95P. Appealing to (12), we see that (11)
holds for Y
ζ
. Since {y
ε
, £ >0} is totally bounded in Prohorov topology and
©
ε
 tends to ©, Yt tends to Y in Prohorov topology, when 8 tends to 0. Hence,
by Skorohod's theorem, we have a sequence {Z
n
} and Z such that Z
n
 (resp. Z)
has the same law as Ytn (resp. X) and with probability 1, Zn(t) tends to Z(t)
uniformly on any bounded set of t. Let σcf° and σ be the hitting times of Z
n
and Z for QSP. Then lim σrt>σ. Therefore, by the continuity of/, we have
Lemma 2.
Some generalization of (11) is obtained by Krylov [8]. From Lemma 2,
we get, by a routine
o
where A is a null set of Rl. Moreover
Lemma 2'. For α function /(>0) zϋ/bV/i satisfies (A3) fl/w/ (A4), «
(13) flpyTOJΛίSMJII/IIU.Γ.*. ΓxK^S,.
Jo
REMARK. Let Y
n
 be a solution of (A
n
, C
n
)<= Jl
n
. If y
w
( Λτp(yM))
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tends to F, then (13) holds for F, where τp should be understood as lim τp(FM).
Let X™ be a solution for coefficients a™ and γc>w:> and τ^77l) the hitting time
of X™ for aSp. Put X<"> = X«*>(tAτ™).
Proposition 1. {X}Γ\ m=l. 2 } is totally bounded in Prohorov topology.
Proof. We shall drop the suffix p, for simplicity. By a formula on
stochastic differentials
Γ(u)-XΓ\s] I I
 Ύ
r\X™(u)) I du .
sAτ
Hence,
J ίΛτC m ) f t f / Λ τ C w )(βί?)' Λi)1/* I ί-ί I '-^H- 1 Λ(M)έδι+(£\ (rγ™γsγ/* \ t-s \ '-10 Js Jθ
Recalling (A3) and Lemma 2, we have
(14) Rψ)^* R(u)du+M2\t--s\1-1!* .
where δ=-^->3 and M2 is independent of m. Henceforth Mf denotes a con-2q
stant which does not depend on m. From (14), we have
(15) JR(f)^AΓ
a
|f-ί|1-1'V-*.
By the same method, we obtain
r
 i χr(u)-χr\ή i *w+ 1 xrw-^rw i 2 1 Ύ
JsΛτ^ *
the 1st term
<(#Γ i ^ rx^-^rw i 'rfuy^Γ Λτcm V/r8)175 1 t-s \ ι/2-ι/δ
Js Jo
and
the 2nd term
sΛrCm)
<2p(E[ I X^(u)-Xy°(s) I ^ ^f '^ ^ I γΓ' I s)1/s I ί-* 1 1/2"1/s
Js Jθ
Hence, we have by (15)
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E \ Xγ*(t)-XΓ\s) 1 3 <M4(T) I t-s I w-1/*) for \i-s\<T.
Since — (l — — )>1, we get Prop. 1.
2 \ δ /
Because the value of τ<w) is in the compact set [Ooo], {τpm), m=l, 2. } is
totally bounded in Prohorov topology. Hence putting ΪCΛ§D=((^W), τpm), 5),
p=l, 2 ), we have
Proposition 2. {Xcιw:>, j»=l, 2 } is totally bounded in Prohorov topology^
Therefore we can take a convergent subsequence W*'* (for simplicity, we say m
again), and by Skorohod's theorem, construct 3 ™=((Z™, ^w), B™), p=l, 2—)
and S=((2'p, ??P, #P), p=l, 2 ), on a suitable probability space, so that 3cw:> has
the same law as 3£cw) and 3(fw) tends to 3. So, we have the following con-
sistency,
( ii ) i7pw) is the hitting time of Zpr (p' > p) for 35P,
(iii) Zr(ί+^D - ^ HΛ ^ϊ^^r, and
(iv) B^ is a Brownian motion and p-independent, (we say jB(m)).
Moreover, with probability 1, Z™ (resp. B^m)) tends to Zp (resp. J5) uniformly
on any compact interval and 7?p
w
*
)
 tends to ηp. Therefore Zp is continuous,
Zp(t)=Zp+1(t), t<ηp Zp(ηp)^dSp and ηp<ηp+1. Let us define Ft, e and Z by
JF,= V^0 t(Zpy .B), e=\im ηp and Z(t)=Zp(t), t<ηp. Then β is an FrBrownian
P Pt°°
motion and Z is continuous up to e. Now we shall show that (Z, e) is our
wanted one.
Lemma 3. Let τp be the hitting time of Z for 9SP. Then £=lim τp.
Pt°°
Proof. Since τp<ηp, it is enough to show ^p<τp+g (£>0). For t<ηp, we
have t<η™ for large m. Hence Z^(s)^Sp for s<^t. So, t<τp+s .
From Lemma 3, e is an F
r
stopping time since τp is so. Hence Z(ί) %[oe)(ί) is
^-measurable.
Proposition 3. Z(t) = (' α(
Jo
5) 3ECW) is a (C^[0co)χ [Qco]χ C ^ tQcoJΨo- valued random variable with distance Z);
\ Λ o \ //r / / '\ 1 o \ , Xp, gp), (fp", Xp r, gpQ)
, xp, gp) p = l, 2.. ), (({P , XP , gP ) P-l. 2-) = Σ ' ' where
+
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Proof. Using Lemma 2, we shall show the convergence of each term of
the following equation,
J/AV W ) γ«(Z«o
J ίΛi70Cw) Γ*Λ170(•y^-TH^W)* I +£ I (ri»-7{)(Z(s))ds lo Jo
J fΛV1*) ri»(Z<o
Since 7$*' is continuous, the 3rd term tends to 0. Hence Rm^>0 as w
In the same way, we can show that
!
/ΛV») f*Λ%
αS?(Z«ίί))dBr(*)-\ α. X^W^WI^O.0 Jθ
Therefore we have Prop. 3.
Proposition 4. T/" α αwrf 7 are locally bounded, then
oo for e<°° .
Proof. We shall apply a similar method as [11]. Suppose
(16) P(A)>0
where ^={lhn |Z(ί)| <oo, e<oo\. Since ϊίϊn |Z(ί)| = oo
ίt« i t*
by Lemma 3, we have two large constants M>m such that
(17) P( I Z(t) I >Λf, I Z(ί) I <m for infinitely often ί, ί up to e, e< oo)>0 .
Difine t{ and ί/ by
t2 = inf {t >ί/ I Z(ί) | = w} , etc.
Since ί
Λ
 is an F^-stopping time, B( -{-tk)—B(tk) is a Brownian motion and
(18) Z(t+ΐk) = Z(tk)+(ta(Z(s+tk))dB(t+tk)+{t7(Z(s+tk))ds9 t<e-tk .Jo Jo
J fΛCf'.-*.)f(Z(n+tk))dB .(u+tk) 1 4< const, ί2 for a locally boundedo
function/" we have
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JSΛCf/-/.)*
_ 0
.
 C
If tk+1— tk<dy then max \Z(s+tk)—Z(tk)\>M—m. Hence, by (18) and
(19),
max
max
max
o
max
o
< const, rf2.
Therefore, we have
P(tk+1-tk<l/k,
Namely, if £<°°, then ^+1— tk> — for large k.k
This contradicts with (17).
3. Examples
1. dX(t)=a(X(t))dB(t), N=l.
If a is a positive and bounded function and — is not square integrable near
0, i.e. — φL2( — £, £) for any £>0, then there is no solution starting at 0.
a
Proof. Let X be a solution. Let us define t(t) by I az(X(s))ds. Then ί(ί)
Jo
is strictly increasing and β(t)=X(t^1(t)) is a Brownian motion up to t(o°) (>0).
Let/(ί, x) be a Brownian local time, i.e.
= Km 2£
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Then/is continuous in (ty x) and/(ί, 0)>0 for any t>0. For £<£(°°), we have
S * 1 f f 1__ i_ du = \ -τ^-—du
S °° f(t x] f ε 1-^^ —' dx > inff(t, x) \ —-— dx .
Since we have a small £>0 such that inf/(£, #)>0, "—φL2(—£, β)" means
l*l<β Of
"r
1(ί)=oo" namely, "ί(ί) = 0, for ί>0". This implies "α(JΓ(j)) = 0". But this
contradicts with the positivity of α.
2. (
β
=0).
If γ2 is non-negative and not integrable near 0, then an explosion occurs imme-
diately.
Proof. Let/(ί, x) be the local time of B
Γ
Then
7
a
(Λ)/(ί, x)dx> inf/(ί, Λ?
o |*l<ε
Therefore JΪ2(ί)=cx) for ί>0.
3. random acceleration [3].
This motion means that adB is a random acceleration whose coefficient a
depends only on the position X2. Assume that Ci<α<C2 with positive con-
stants C1 and C2. Then we can obtain a solution by the method of time substitu-
tion, without continuity of a. Moreover the law of solution is unique.
Put A(x)=(*a2(xz+y)dy, (for *<0, Γ = — Γ), and ξ(s)=a(xz+A-ίJo Jo Jx
(\ Xι~\-β(u)du)) where β is an F,-Brownian motion. Let us define t(i) by
Jo
t ι ct-^t) ι
-j—ds. Then P(Vί,.ί(ί)<oo)=l. Hence B(t) = \ -^dβ(s) is an
oξ
2(S) Jo ξ(s)
JFViα -Brownian motion, β(t~l(t)) is ^-ic^-measurable and
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(1) /3(Γ'(ί))=
We shall calculate the right side of (1).
Z(s) =
Hence Z is absolutely continuous and
( 2 ) Z'(s) = (Xl+β(Γ\s)))a\
Therefore, recalling the definition of A, we have
( 3 )
Appealing to (1) and (3),
= a(xt+ X1(u)du)dB(s)Jo Jo
!
t
X^ds.
0
Let (X1 , X2) be a solution. Put .X=XΛ and ί(f )= Γ α2(Λ?2+ Γ ^ (11) du) ds.Jo Jo
Then
X(t) =
 Xl+\' ct(x2+{' X(u)Ai)dB(s)Jo Jo
and
X(t) = x,
where β is a Brownian motion. Since
(r\t)Y = - -^ - a.a.t,
a*(x2+ \ X(u)du)J o
we have
$ t-l(n Λί-1^) fίX(u)du = ^+^(ί(«))ώ = (*,+/8(c))ί<β) A; .o Jo J o
Therefore the following equality holds
g(t) = - - !- a.a.t ,
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Setting F(t) = \ (x1+β(v))g(v)dv, we haveJo
F'(i) a2(x2+F(t)) = Λ?1+/9(ί) a.a.t,
Hence, with the same A(x)9
A(F(t))=\tχ
ί
+β(s)ds.
Jo
Since A is strictly increasing, F(i) is determined uniquely. Therefore g is so,
for a.a.t. This implies that t(t) is determined uniquely.
Hence the law of X(t) (=xjrβ(t(t))) is unique.
4. (pathwise unique)
dX(t) = g a{(X(t\ B(t))dBi(t)+7(X(t))dt.
Suppose that α, and γ are bounded and a
ί
( )>.C>Q. If α, (#, £„ ~ξN) is
smooth, then the solution is pathwise unique.
In order to prove, we shall extend a formula on stochastic differentials,
in our convenient form [6].
Proposition. Let e and h be bounded and non-anticipative. Put X(ί)=x+
J t fte(s)dB-\-\ h(s)ds. Suppose that, for any smooth function f on RN,o Jo
(4) E\rpίίTf(X(s))ds<M(P> Γ)|||/Hkr,κ.Jo
where rp is the hitting time of X to QSP andΓxKllSp, (ΓcΛ7 and Kc.RN~l).
Then for any continuous φ whose generalized derivatives φ, and φif. satisfy (A3) and
(A4), we have
( 5 ) φ(X(t))-φ(x) = Σ φi(X(s))eij(s)dBj(s)
+ ΓΣ
Jo »
Proof. Put φh=φ*ωh. Then φΛ ,—φt *ωA and φΛ o—φίy*α>A. Therefore
φA > ί (resp. φh,ij) tends to φ, (resp. φ/y) in ||| | | |^Γ > Λ Γ by Lemma 1 in §1. More-
over, we can easily see that φh(ξ, η) tends to φ(ξ, η) uniformly on any compact
set of (£, η). Since τp tends to °o, as p->oo, we have, for any ί,
(6) φh(X(t))^φ(X(t)) as h-*0.
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( 7) φh(X(t))-φh(x) = Σ ΓφA> ,(*(*))*„(*)<«/*)
•y Jo
+ f Σ ΦH.
 i(X(*))hi(ή+ -LΣ *„(*(*))««(*)«,*(')*Jθ i Z »';*
By the same method as in §2, we see that the right side of (7) tends to the right
side of (5). Recalling (6), we have (5).
We shall show the uniqueness of Example 4. We apply a routine of the
transformation of drift. Let us define A(x, ξ) and φ(xy ξ) by
and
Then φ(x, ξ) is strictly increasing in x and ψ(x, ξ) = φ~1(xy ξ) (inverse w.r. to x)
satisfies the following Lipschitz condition
(8) \ψ(x,ξ)-γ(y,ξ)\^C(T)\X-y\, ξ&R»,X,y<=[-T,T]
By virtue of positivity of aly we can show that any solution (X, β) satisfies the
inequality (4). We have
A(x, ξ ) = 2 y - d y (α2 = ± αf),
Jo a\y, ξ) <-ι
X(t) = α
Jo
with some Brownian motion β. Let #(2^0) be somoth function on Rl and u
the solution of boundary value problem; u"(x)=g(x), \x\<p, u(— ρ)=u(ρ)= 0.
Then \up(x)\ and \u(x)\ are less than M(p) \ \f\ LlC-P,P),
)
where τp is the hitting time to {— p, p}. Hence
£ ΓATV(*(ί))Λ<M(P, C, Γ) IML.c
Jo
Therefore, for any bounded Borel function g,
, C,
Let/(>0) be a smooth function on RN+l. Put S={x(=RN; \x\<p}
and ^)=sup/(Λ?, ξ).
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Then | l l L < - ,
w
= | | | | | | 1 c - « s and
T
, C ,
Therefore we have (4). Moreover
* *, f )Φ«(*. f) = 0 a a x
Therefore Y(t) = φ(X(t), B(t)) has the following stochastic differential
(10) dY(t) = Σ F{(X(t\ B(t))dBi(t)+G(X(t)y B(t))dt .
i=l
where F((x, ξ)=φx(x, ξ)ai(x, ξ)+φ(i(x, ξ) and
G(x, ξ) = -ΣΦί. *,-(*, ξ)+φ
x
ίi(x, ξ)at(x,ξ) .
Put F,-(y, fHί1,^ , ξ), ξ) and β( j, ξ)=G(γ(y, ξ), ξ). Then, by virtue of
(8), F and G are Lipschitz in y, and the stochastic differential (10) turns out
(11) dY(t) = Σ Fi( Y(t), B(ί))dBi+G(Y(t), B(t}}dt .
ί=l
Since (11) has the unique solution, X(ΐ)=φ(Y(t), B(t)) is unique.
4. Proof of Theorem 2
In order to prove Theorem 2, we extend a and γ as follows
(1) α
v
(«) = -«„(*) j=2, ,N
a,l(X)=-aίί(x) j=2, -,N
α,/*) = α,χ*) other (ί, )
•/,(*)= -y,(«) , •/,(*) = r,(*), i=2,~ ,N.
where #— ( — Λ J, ^2-«-^) for x=(xly XZ XN). Then it is clear that a and γ on
RN satisfy the conditions (Al)~ (A 4) of Theorem 1 with μ(fy=μ(x).
We shall take an approximate sequence αα) and γ(AO as like in § 2. Then
these coefficients satisfy (1) on Sp, so we may modify them, so that (1) holds on
RN. Let Fc*> be the unique solution of (2)
(2) F<*>(f, x) = x
Lemma l.' Ύ™( , X ) has the same law as Fc*>( , #) = (— Fi
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Proof. For simplicity we shall drop the suffix k. Since coefficients a and
are smooth, Y( , x) is measurable w.r. to B and x. Using (1), we have
-Y,(tt x) = -*,+ -αu
(3) +('
 Ύl(Ϋ(s, X))dsJo
ί, *) = *, + -α(1
Putting B1(t)=—B1(t) and Bi(t)=Bi(t), we can see that 5 is a Brownian motion
and
( 4 ) Ϋ(t, x) = x+ \'a(Ϋ(s, x))dβ(s)+\t
Ύ
(Ϋ(s9 x)}ds .Jo Jo
Since a solution of (4) is unique, Ϋ( , x) has the same law as Y( , x).
We denote, by P(
x
k\ the probability law of FCA) ( , x) on the path space
CN[0 oo ).
Lemma 2. Y<?(t, x) = (\ Y{k\t, x) \ , Y?(t, x), - y^(ί, *))
ίί Λ reflecting deffusion on D and its generator
( 5 ) ®.= IΣ *<//(*) -
Proof. Let S,, be the Borel field on CN[0 °o) generated by the coordinate
uptoί, {y(τ),r<s}. Puty+(s)=(\yι(s)\,y2(s), yN(ή). For
we have, by Lemma 1,
Since B
s
 contains the Borel field generated by {y+(τ),τ<s} (6) means
{Pχ*\y(t)eE)+Pί~\y(t)^E), x<=D} is the system of transition probability
γy\ by virtue of
Therefore we have Lemma 2.
On the other hand, the following stochastic differential equation (7) deter-
mines a reflecting deiffusion Z on D with generator (5).
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ί, *) = *,(7)
Z5»(ί, *) = *l + α5»(Z«^)>ffl(ί)+γ5w(Z«'(β))Λ, ί=2,
Hence ZCAO has the same law as Fc+*
 }
 .
Lemma 3. Let f be a non-negative smooth function such thatf(%)=f(x), and
of Z^\t, x) to dSp. Then, for ΓxKuS^we have
(8) Ef(Z^t9 χ)}dt<M,\\\f\\\«,τ,κJ o
j ίy ίfe same tw it in Lemma 2 of § 2.
Proof. Let σ be the hitting time of Y(AO(£, x) to dSp. Then σ is the
hitting time of Y¥\t, x) to 35P. By the symmetry of/, we have
\t, x))dt = Ef(Y?(t, x))dt = E f(YM(t, x))dt.
J o J o
Hence Lemma 2 in §2 tells us (8).
For the construction of solution, we can apply a similar method as in § 2
by Lemma 3. Hereafter we fix a starting point x and drop it for simplicity.
Let yj» be the stopped process of YCAO at 35fp. Then {Y«\k=l, 2--} is
totally bounded in Prohorov topology. Hence {ZPΛ), k= 1, 2 } is also.
Therefore, putting
fίΔτi« ΓίΛi ί*'
φ^(ί)ΞZ^(0-^- αiw(Zc«(ί))ίB-l γiw(Z^(ί))Λ,
Jo Jo
and ZC Λ )Ξ {(Zί», φ£w, τp*>, β), p=l, 2--}, we have
Proposition 1. {ZcAf), Λ=l, 2 } w toto/fy bounded in Prohorov topology.
Hence we can choose a convergent subsequence ZCV (for simplicity we
assume k~k) in Prohorov topology and construct a system XCAr)=((-X'p*), ψ Jw,
σp
A)
, jB^), p= 1, 2 ) which has the same law as ZCAO and converges to
ϊ=((-Yp, ψp, σp, βp) p=l, 2 ) with probability 1. For the consistency in p,
we can define the limit process (X(i), φ(s), B(t)) up to e= limσp, by X(t)=Xp(f)y
φ(ί)=ψp(ί) and B(t)=Bp(t) for ί<σp. Putting Ft=VBot(Xf, Bp) we have a
P
solution of (II). Condition (iii) will be show in the following Prop. 2, and the
rest is same as Theorem 1.
Proposition 2. φ is continuous, increasing and flat off {t\ ^(^=0}.
Proof. Since ψ^*' converges to ι/rp uniformly on any bounded set, φ is
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continuous and increasing. Assume that X^t^X). Because of the continuity
of path, there exists a positive δ such that inf X^t) > 0. Hence, for large
\t-ίQ\^.8
k, inί Xy\t)>0. Therefore rfψ <*>(ί)=0 on | ί-ί
β
| <δ. Hence dφ(t)=0 on
I' -'0l^δ
\t~t0\<8.
5. Proof of Theorem 3
We shall recall an estimate of a derivative of solution of partial differential
equation in two dimension, in our convenient form.
Lemma 1. Let u be a solution of the boundary value problem
( i ) Σ %(*)«</*)=/ on GP=synz)
ί/=Ί
u = 0 on 9GP
where a and f are smooth on Gp and a is symmetric and uniformly elliptic. If
with a constant θ and a non-negative function v such that — 6ΞL8(GP), then
v
( 2 ) sup I uj(x) I <M I I/I |$p if ||/||3,Gp<l
and
(3) supW*)|<M||/||3,Gp
*6*p
zϋλ£7 £ || | |
ί t A=ll IL^cΛ) βw^ β constant M depends only on θ, p and —
V
 \8,Gp
For the proof of (2), we apply the same argument as [10] with detail calcul-
ations and (3) is obtained by [1] like as (12) in §2.
Suppose that | afj | , | γ, | , \&\ and | $ | are less than Rβ on Gp and let us
define SI by
tyί={(A, C, Ay C); (i) A is a 2x2 matrix valued bounded and smooth function
— . . . . . .
 2
on D, (ii) A(x) is symmetric and uniform elliptic, (iii) ^AiJ(x)titj>μ(x)\t\2ij=*l _
(iv) C is a two dimensional vector valued bounded and smooth function on D,
(v) A and 0 are bounded and smooth functions on R\ (vi) (l/^4)eL]>oc, (vii)
Consider a stochastic differential equation (III) with coefficient (A, C, A, C) in
SI. Then we have a law unique solution X, [14],
Lemma 2. Lei r fo zλe hitting time of X to 95P. Then, for any smooth
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function /(>0) on D we have
5TΛTf(X(ή)ds<M50
where M5 depends on p, Rp, andT.
,GP
Proof. Let u be a solution of the boundary value problem (1), where
= — A2(x). Then u is smooth.
tials, [9], and w(0, •)= 0, we have
a(x)  Hence, by a formula on stochastic differen-
Taking the expectation
J / Λ T Λ f/(^))+Σ 7, «, (^(*))Λ+So Jo
Recalling Lemma 1, we have
5 E
We shall evaluate Eφ(tA.τ)).
J ίΔT
^
0
Since X1(s)dφ(s)— 0, we have
Using |
Λ
| < - ,
JL
El(ίAτ)<M7\xl+t\eMt .
J ίAT | /Λτa^dB— \ 7iώn we haveo Jo
( 6 ) Eφ(tAr)<M
s
(T) , t<T.
Therefore (4) is derived from (5) and (6).
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Lemma 3. Let g(>0) be a continuous function on R1.
Jo
1 II
where a constant Mg depends on p, Rp and
Proof. Put
, . !
—^ and — 4- —= 1.
A I|/,,C-P,P> P 9
κ( v ί (/>-
I (p-y}(z+p)βp
and
v(y)=-2\' K(y,s)g(s)A-(*)d*.
J-P
Then v satisfies the following conditions.
(8) v»(y) = 2g(y)A-\y) on (-p, p)
(9)
and
(10)
Define u by u(xlt xz)=v(x.ί) on Gp. Then
(1 1) tφ) = 0 , u
ΐ2(x) = 2g(Xΐ)A-\Xz)
(12) \u(x)
and
(13)
Therefore we have
ί
/Λτ
α2
0
Since a22gA~
2>Oy
<Eu(X(t^r))-u(X)-E\tA\2(X^^^^Jo
ί
ίΛT
 A
M2(0, X2(ή)C(X2(ή)dφ(s) .0
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Hence, appealing to (6) (12) and (13), we have (7).
J ίΛT XN(X2(s))dφ(s)=Q for a null set #C(—p, p), by a routine, and0
we get
Lemma 4.
(14)
for any bounded Borel function f on Gp with ||/||3>Gp<l.
(15)
for any bounded Borel function g on [— p, p].
We shall remark that if X
n
 is the solution with coefficients of 31 and, with
probability 1, τ(X
n
) tends to η(<°°) and X
n
(tA.r(X
n
)) tends to X(t) uniformly
on any bounded time interval, then (14) holds for X with same M5, where T
means η. Moreover, if with probability 1, φ
n
(t) tends to φ(t) at each t and φ
has continuous paths, then (15) holds for X with same M9.
We construct an approximate stochastic differential equation as like in § 2,
i.e. we extend a{j and γ, to R
2
 as like in §4 and apply regularization, so that
the coefficient is in 31. Now we have an approximate coefficient (# CAO, γCΛ), ^CAO>
fc*5) in 31, such that αCAO tends to a(x) almost all x^D and γ(AO, #α:> and ^c*>
are similar. Let (XM, φcAO, 5CAO, MCAO) be a solution and τp*} the hitting time
for dSP. Put X<*>= {(^Γ^}, τj», 5^ , ^ ,^ φj»), p=l, 2..-} where Ac*5(φc«(ί))
=Mc»(f), -Y5»(ί)=JΓJw(ίΛτί») and φ^(t)=φ^k\tAr^). Then {»» ft=l, 2-}
is totally bounded in Prohorov topology by the same evaluation as [12]. There-
fore we have a convergent subsequence, XCΛV (for simplicity, we say m again)
and, by Skorohod's theorem, can construct 8C*5= {(Z?\ vf, B<f\ A<f\ ψ<»)>
p— 1, 2—} and 3={(ZP, τ?p, 5P, ^ p, ψp), p— 1, 2—}, so that 3CAO has the same
law as ΪCΛ) and 3cft) tends to 3. Moreover, the consistency holds, i.e., 5P*
}
 and
£<*> are independent of p and Zi*)(ί)=^^)W» Ψli*)(0='Ψl^)(0 UP to ^  (p'>P)
Therefore we can define Z(ί) and -v|r(ί) up to e=lim ?7P by
Since £p and ^ p are independent of p, denoting by B and $, we can see that
(Z, £, 5, $, ψ) is our wanted solution. In order to prove Theorem 3 we show
only the convergence of boundary process (Lemma 5), because other parts of
Theorem 3 will be proved in the same way as § 2.
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Lemma 5.
i/AT?£*} f ίΛV*\zr(*))dγ*>(ή -*o Jo
in probability.
ί
fΛT?!^ ΓfΛ>7 0
Λ<»(Zί»(,))rf#*>(ψ<»(,)) - Άί
o Jo
in probability.
Proof. By virtue of Lemma 4 and its remark,
f*A^*>E I JM-Ϋ™ I (Zi»)W WM <M9 1 | P>Jo
ΓίA^p*>
£ |^w-^|(Z
a
(ί))ι/ψ(j)^M.|^«-^ lU.c-
Jo
Γ*Λτ7p P/
Since ^
 is smooth, Y
m\Z?(s))d^k\s) tends to
Jo Jo
with probability 1, Therefore, we have (16).
Again by Lemma 4 and its remark,
r
*Δ*p£( (dc*5-
Jo
fίΔ^pW
=
 £ (ά^-α
Jo
ffΔ*p»£( ( ά ^ - 2 -
Jo
Since B^k\-^k\s)) tends to B(ψ(s)) uniformly on any bounded time interval,
J th n^ . ΓίΛi?.άcm)(Z^(ί))^c*5(ψc«(ί)) tends to V"%Z2(ί))< (^ψ(ί)) by the conti-0 Jθ
nuity of &m\ Therefore we have (17).
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